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Jenni Dale organised a Pink Ribbon breakfast
to support the Breast Cancer Foundation.
Read her story on page 10
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Achieving a long-term goal
By Lorraine Armstrong

Recently I had the pleasure
of making a long-time goal
come to fruition. I had
always wanted to return to
Picton. This was a place I
visited as a teenager with
my mother and brother.
On my recent trip there I
loved that I got to meet
Me on the ferry in Wellington
new people and was lucky
enough to meet a lady from New York who owned the hostel we
stayed at. She was such a character and a great host.
The ferry ride was a highlight for me. I loved all the scenery and
even how rough it got. Thankfully we didn’t get seasick.
The whale museum was very
interesting, it felt like going
back in time. And I enjoyed
the yummy fish burger we had
at a cosy Scottish bar and
restaurant.

At Picton

It was a great experience,
I’m happy I got to share this
with my team leader. I would
like to say a big thank you to
Community Connections for
supporting me with this goal.
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Freedom!!
By Sophie Davey

I live in Palmerston North. I have for the last two years had anxiety
around big crowds and a big fear of the water. With the support
of my amazing ‘dragon ladies’ support staff I have been to a
nutritionist and physio and I am now swimming on Tuesdays with
one of my support workers, Kim. Also, I am attending the gym and
walking on other days with Kim and my physio Grant. My goal from
this is to learn to swim properly in the next two years.
I am also now organising a
coffee and network group
on Wednesdays called the
Starlight Souls and I am
really enjoying getting out
and about more. It makes
me feel happy and included
in the community. I now
feel like I have a sense of
freedom.

Me and my support worker Kim O’Leary
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Exceeding capabilities
by Tracy Macfarlane

Last year I bought my first laptop and home
WIFI connection. My support team have been
teaching me how to access social media and
emails independently. Before I had to wait for
help – now I don’t have to.

Using my new laptop

I got an iPad this year. It was very hard for me as my hands don’t
always do what I want, but my support team encouraged me. I
am able to keep in contact with all my friends and family now. It
has opened up a whole new world for me that I didn’t think was
possible. I am very happy with my quality of life. If you would
like to email me, I would love to hear from you. My address is
t.macfarlane64@hotmail.com
Now I wonder what else I’m capable of and I’m excited!

Work experience at the
pie shop
By Jeremy Oliver

I did work experience at a pie shop in
Lower Hutt. I learnt how to crack an egg
by myself. Bacon and egg pies are my
favourite and I had fun making them as
well as muffins and lots of stuff for the
sweet cabinet.
Working at the pie shop
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Graduating with two certificates
By Jenna Maguren

On Thursday 23 May I graduated with the New Zealand Certificate
in Health and Wellbeing Support Work level 3. I also completed
the Community Connections Learning Programme (CCLP). The
graduation ceremony was held at the Boatshed at the Chalet in
Palmerston North.
I am very proud of myself that I completed the qualifications. I
would like to say a big thank you to Wendy Biddle who was my
mentor at the time I was doing my qualifications for the support she
has given me to help me finish it. She
is amazing. To everyone else who
graduated at the same time as me,
well done!
Matt Sang, me and Frankie Gaston

CCLP graduates and CC management team. I’m fourth from the left in the front row
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Support evaluation feedback
February 2019

We were given a lot of great
Responses by area
feedback from everyone in the
February support evaluation. 114
people sent their forms back,
which is about one quarter of
all of the people Community
Connections supports. This is a
bigger response than last time, so
thank you very much to everyone
who sent these back. The chart
shows how many forms we got
back from each area. The Wider
Wellington area (the black part)
sent back the most forms, with the
Hawke’s Bay area (the blue part)
and Hutt Valley (the orange part) close to equal second. Well done to
Wider Wellington! We also welcome the Taranaki area who have sent
their first survey responses.
The feedback that you gave us was mostly very good. The
charts below show how people feel about their goals, the way
their support works, and their overall happiness with Community
Connections’ support.
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Achievable goals

Goal progress

Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) or usually (in yellow)
feel like their goals are planned in an
achievable way.
Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) or usually (in yellow) feel
like they are making progress on their
goals. However, if you do not feel that
your goals/dreams are being met please
contact your coordinator or team leader,
as we really do want them to come true.
Most people said that they almost always
(in blue) or usually (in yellow) feel like their
support is planned in a flexible way.
Most people said that they almost
always (in blue) feel like their support is
delivered at the planned time.

Flexible support

Support at planned time
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Informed of changes

Overall satisfaction

Most people said that they are almost always (in blue) informed of
any changes in their support.
Most people said that they are almost always (in blue) satisfied
with the support that they received from Community Connections
overall!
37 people gave us extra comments at the bottom of their forms.
Most of these were very positive, with comments about looking
forward to new support plans, and being happy with their support
worker/team. Other comments included being understood, and
feeling that their support workers are patient.
We still need to improve on communication and staffing numbers.
This will be passed onto coordinators to discuss with their teams,
and we hope that we can improve this over the coming months.
The next support evaluation forms will be sent out in August 2019.
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Pink Ribbon breakfast
By Jenni Dale

In the month of May I hosted a Pink Ribbon
breakfast. This is something very close to my
heart as I am a survivor of breast cancer. Our
goal was to raise $500.
With the support of my team leader, we were
able to collect lots of donations from the local
community to help with food for the breakfast
and prizes to run a raffle. These helped us reach My friend Evie and
me (in the cap)
our target and more.
We had a great turnout of over 40 women
from Community Connections as well as
friends and family. We had lots of fun games,
good food and many great spot prizes to
hand out. I was very nervous on the day
but I overcame this and stood up in front of
everyone to share my breast cancer story.
It was great to hear an educational speech
from Mellissa who came and spoke on behalf
of the Breast Cancer Foundation New Zealand.
I feel very proud to have been a part of this
experience, to share my story and support
an important cause. I look forward
to planning next year’s Pink Ribbon
breakfast and I hope to see you there!
The raffle table
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Going to the NZDSN conference
By Shannan Marie Norton

On the 28 and 29 May 2019 I went to the New Zealand Disability
Support Network conference in Wellington at Te Papa. I did a
presentation with Matt Sang about the community networks. Me
and Matt were taking it in turns to talk and Matt kept asking me
about myself. I told everyone about myself, what I did in the past,
what we and I am doing now and what I want to do in the future. I
spoke about the Palmerston North hui which I loved and want to do
again. I also talked about my family and how I am going to be an
auntie again – yayyy!!
I have wanted to be a part of a conference for a long time so I am
happy to have done my goal. I would like to be a part of every
conference in the future – I loved it!

Here I am talking at the conference
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My cruise
By Hayden Glover

On 12 May, I went on a
big cruise from Auckland
to the Pacific Islands with
my mum, brother and
nana.
On the cruise ship there
were shows and parties
on every night, and we
dressed up for them. I
enjoyed all the different
kinds of food on the ship,
like tacos, nachos and
spicy Indian meals. The
ship was so big that I got
lost a couple of times.

Me, my brother, mum and nana all dressed up

Our cruise ship
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When we got to the islands, we went for lots of walks, and saw lots
of cool things. My favourite thing that I saw were turtles. We went
on a glass bottomed boat, which was a little bit scary.
My favourite island that we went to was Vanuatu, I really liked
seeing lizards, and letting them climb on my arm. I liked seeing
different kinds of dogs on the different islands.

My family with the lizards
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Winning medals at tenpin bowling
By Julie-Ann Brothwood

I went to play in the tenpin bowling tournament in Porirua on
Saturday 25 and Sunday 26 May. I won two medals – one for
coming second and one for fourth place.
There were lots of other teams from around the North Island that
played. The next tournament is in July in Palmerston North and I am
looking forward to playing in that one too!

I’m wearing red – you can see me waiting my turn and then bowling
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Outing to a historic homestead
By Jenny Torstonton

My support worker heard of an outing to a homestead in Central
Hawke’s Bay and asked me if I would like to go. It is called
‘Oruawharo Homestead’ and it is near Takapau. We travelled by
bus and enjoyed a light lunch in the church building and watched a
video all about when the homestead was built. Then we toured it.
There were lots of old things inside the homestead. I was amazed at
the old furniture and ornaments. The homestead was built in 1879.
Lots of famous people have stayed
over the years, including Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Phillip.
This is me sitting
on the porch of
the homestead,
pretending to be the
Lady of the House!

Oruawharo Homestead
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Hospital adventure
By Stella Enting

On Wednesday 13 March 2019 in the morning
I was very sick. Kellylee rang the ambulance.
The ambulance arrived, put me in a stretcher
and rushed me to Hutt Hospital. Kellylee and
Pamela accompanied me. I was put to sleep in
the emergency unit and had to wait in room after
room. Eventually Doctor Michael
took me in the lift to ward 6.
I was very sick with a sore head and sore
throat. I had to stay in hospital for 4
nights. Visitors came, Kellylee and
Pamela stayed with me and Carolyn
stayed with me overnight. Pamela washed her hands
in the hospital sink. I had breakfast, dinner (hot chips),
lunch and afternoon tea. The tea lady said, ‘Good
morning Stella, do you want some hot English tea?’ ‘Yes
please’ I said. My head and throat were so sore.
On the Saturday morning the doctor said I could go
home and rest. I had
breakfast of toast
and marmite. Carolyn
helped me shower and
dress and then they
sent me home.
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